
01196: "a month being quite active at home with the pandemic lockdown limiting any

traveling and also being very sunny so spending a lot of time outside walking the

kids mostly to various spots along the river and still working hard on my project

and also developing a successful prototype for my mosaic tags and also doing quite

some work out in the garden cutting brambles and planting berry trees and at last

building a shed where to produce my mosaic tags"

12204: "despite the news being bombarded with coronavirus pandemic news reading

across several online newspapers in scattered places about other casualties mostly

terror related and based in african countries and the middle east"

03136: "still singing songs to livia and silvester with also livia singing now

songs to him and going to birthday parties such as to susanna's and janna's

birthday together with that of livia but also a small birthday in town of livia's

little friends tom with her mother playing the piano and singing many songs and

listening to some songs also from television with livia still quite obsessed about

pippi long stockings"

02176:  "sleeping  a  little  better  now  with  little  silvester  waking  up  less

frequently in the night and getting dreams inspired by movies and cartoons but

also the interface to select them and dream a few times of my bad teeth and the

actual lockdown we are experiencing due to the pandemic forcing us in our little

dutch village beginning to dream more and more about it"

06184: "doing quite some work in the garden of our dutch house putting up a shed

where to produce my mosaic tiles and then taking a very long bike ride to pick

secondhand sandals for livia for the first time in months crossing the river and

breaking the coronavirus lockdown and later keeping up working on the shed also

sawing down all the branches leaning its way"

07204: "painting executed over a long period of time with myrthe now taking over

the attic to work remotely given the coronavirus pandemic lockdown and making me

unable to spend much time in the studio i built there but at last managing with

some extra time with both the kids asleep to finish it using crayons to define the

colours underneath and in fact having quit e a good result with a shining yellow

and the other shapes moving across horizontally and an orange taking over a too

predominant silver gray"

12205: "reading several times a day the news with the coronavirus crisis still

dominating but with now new casualties emerging with several prison riots and

fightings like in venezuela and several times in india but also again quite some

casualties in the african continent and a fire killing several in south korea"

10152: "nice folk met in a remote valley in trentino where i bought an old tractor

to keep on building my project and later also in the mountains meeting the friends

of my neighbour son eating home made pizza with them and explaining them my



project"

09132: "still spending much time outdoor walking my kids around and recording my

thoughts despite little livia asking me what am i doing and despite feeling i

might get heard with my thoughts at times being rather radical and some time not

so thorough but at times getting some good insights especially in regards of

social issues and ideologies"

17114:  "in  the  mountains  with  myrthe  taking  walks  and  observing  the  clouds

gathering  on  the  highest  peaks  also  later  taking  walks  with  her  mother  and

boyfriend coming for a visit seeing both animals and humans but also machines"

16149: "very sunny and at times too hot spring spent much outdoor with only a week

getting suddenly cold and rainy but then soon again turning sunny and even too dry

and almost unbearable to be out in the middle of the day"

05149: "walking quite a lot with my kids with myrthe working from home now all of

us restricted to our village due to the coronavirus lockdown but freely walking

around  and  also  discovering  new  places  like  how  to  get  following  the  river

upstream to our favorite beach on the north of town but other than that very often

doing the same walk there down the old dike to bring the kids to play"

08126: "fable improvised at night time mostly waiting for livia to fall asleep

after  watching  with  her  a  small  documentary  about  the  bone  and  coral  eater

parrotfish and following up this feature to at last turning him into a dictator

gaining universal powers but then resorting to eat prehistoric bones becoming

increasingly depressed"

18145: "a month with quite some wind but also some days with almost no wind

allowing me to go for bike rides and in general getting used to the summer like

temperature despite towards the end getting quite a cold wind partly pulling down

the big tent i set in the garden to protect the kids from the sun"

13203: "still under the coronavirus pandemic in culemborg taking care of my small

ones and bringing them daily to the chicken zoo to feed the hamsters and to

various playgrounds but also managing at one point to bike out of town to pick

some used sandals for livia and exploring for the first time in months the area on

the other side of the river also quite emptied out by the lockdown to then return

to the usual dutch landscapes around town yet managing to provide some variety"

09133: "still in the netherlands still with myrthe working from home due to the

lockdown and taking care of my kids walking daily with them and daily recording my

thoughts coming rather spontaneously and more and more just getting out any sort

of thought thus not thinking of any consequences but just speaking out as true

representation of a person's thinking"


